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Concurrent systems of nominal classification have attracted considerable 
attention in recent times (Fedden and Corbett 2017, Fedden, Audring and 
Corbett 2018).  
 
For Africa’s Benue Congo family, where Bantu noun classes have long 
dominated discussion, this is no less the case.  
 
Kiessling (2013, 2018), for example, has argued for incipient systems of 
nominal classification, i.e. numeral classifiers and class terms in 
compounds, as concurrent with declension and gender systems in which 
noun prefixes pair to express class and grammatical number (singular/
plural) as well as control agreement in noun phrases, within clauses and 
across sentences.  
 



For this paper we investigate concurrent nominal classification systems 
in a minority Niger Congo language.  

We examine Emai, Edoid and West Benue Congo (Elugbe 1989, 
Williamson and Blench 2000), which is recently documented but remains 
under analyzed in several respects.  
	  

















Systems of nominal classification have received additional attention of 
late concerning their diachronic evolution (McGregor and Wichmann 
2018).  

 

Seifart (2018) in particular identifies prime characteristics of nominal 
classification systems that appear to play a controlling role in the nature 
of their change over time.  

 

These system principles encompass the semantic dimensions of opacity/
transparency as well as generality/specificity.  

 



In the following we assess how these two dimensions inform the nature 
of two nominal classification systems that operate concurrently in Emai.  
 
Each system dominates in a distinct morpho-syntactic domain, at least 
prototypically.  
 
A first system is evident in form class prefixes that pair in their 
assignment to noun stems. Each inflected noun is thereby identified as a 
member of a declension form class.  
 
A second system dominates in the domain of word formation, where 
synthetic compounds with a prefix-verb-noun format can be identified.  

	  



Across these domains and distributed in a largely complementary fashion 
are the contrasting poles of semantic generality/specificity.  
 

Nominal classification that underlies declension classes is guided 
primarily by general features. These are of the type human, animate and 
inanimate.  
 

In contrast, classification in the domain of word formation relies to some 
extent on general features but in large measure is directed by specific 
features. These include the quanta of nominal referents that accumulate 
or become individuated.  
 

As for the contrasting poles of the opacity/transparency dimension, they 
too are distributed across domains in a complementary fashion. 
  
Declension classes tend toward class opaqueness, while compounding 
tilts more strongly toward transparency.  
 



When compared to the Bantu of East Benue Congo, Emai has an 
abbreviated system of noun class prefixes, i.e. eleven prefix pairs are 
distributed among 100+ simple nouns.  
 
These vowel prefixes express grammatical number and form class.  
 
However, their class and number properties are not transferred via an 
agreement or gender system.  
 
This abbreviated condition extends to agreement of all morpho-syntactic 
types, including pronouns with their antecedents, verbs with their 
subjects, and adnominals with their head nominals.  

	  



The exponents of Emai’s class prefixes are seven oral vowels.  
 
Their phonological shapes are rendered as i-, e-, ɛ-, a-, u-, o-, ɔ-.  
 
In orthographic representation, these shapes are maintained except for ɛ- 
and ɔ-, where an underline convention, respectively e and o, is utilized. 
	  



Table 1 presents the form class prefixes that pair in Emai.  
 
They specify 11 declension sets; each set is identified by a capital letter. 
  
 
Class DS Examples with English equivalents  

A ɔ-/i- ómòhè, ímòhè ‘man’  

B o-/i- òkpòsò, ìkpòsò ‘woman, female’ 

C a-/i- àdègbè, ìdègbè  ‘harlot, divorcee’  

D ɛ-/i- émèlá, ímèlá ‘cow’  

E u-/i- ùgín, ìgín ‘basket, palm frond tray’ 

F ɔ-/e- óhà, éhà ‘wife’ 

G o-/e- ófè, éfè ‘rodent, rat’ 

H ɛ-/e- éwè, éwè ‘goat’ 

I a-/e- ákhè, ékhè ‘ceramic pot’ 

J o-/a- óbò, ábò ‘hand/arm’ 

K ɔ-/ɛ- òsèn, èsèn ‘goodness, good’  



Noun stems linked to declension sets reveal macro-classes based on a 
common plural prefix and core semantic content.  
 
There are five macro-classes, each of which further differentiates 
according to singular prefixes.  
 
The number of noun stems in each macro-class varies from one to thirty. 
  
Tables 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 identify the five macro-classes that operate in 
Emai.  
 
Each is based on a common plural mark, either i-, e-, a- or ɛ-, with i- 
being allocated to the different semantic content of two macro-classes. 

	  



Table 2 shows lexical examples of four declension sets or prefix pairs 
where the plural prefix is i- and class content is primarily human or 
animate. 
 

ɔ-/i- DCS   

ògbàmá , ìgbàmá ‘post pubescent male,’  
òíé'n, ìíé'n ‘co-wife, female rival,’ 
ómòhè, ímòhè ‘man, male’ 

ómòò, ímòò ‘friend, companion,’  
òvíén, ìvíén ‘slave, bonded one,’  
óvbèkhàn, ívbèkhàn ‘unmarried youth,’ 

o-/i- DCS 

óghìàn, íghìàn ‘enemy,’  
óghòóghò, íghòóghò ‘sheep (female),’  
òkpòsò, ìkpòsò ‘woman, female,’ 
ómìòò, ímìòò ‘sibling, blood relative,’ 

òòghò, ìòghò ‘flood’ 
òrúán, ìrúán ‘in-law,’ 
óvbì, ívbì ‘offspring of,’ 
  

a-/i- DCS   

àdègbè, ìdègbè ‘harlot, prostitute, divorcee’ 
áfìánmì, ífìánmì ‘bird,’  
áfìánmì, ífìánmì ‘witch/wizard,’  

ágèlè, ígèlè ‘pubescent male’ 
àlèkè, ìlèkè ‘pubescent female,’  
ávbé'ì, ívbé'ì ‘village weaver bird,’ 

ɛ-/i- DCS   

émèlá, ímèlá ‘cow’   



Table 3 displays lexical examples of four declension sets where the 
plural prefix is e- and class content is primarily human or animate.  
 
 

ɔ-/e- DCS     

ódòn, édòn ‘husband,’ 
óhà, éhà ‘wife,’ 
òbè, èbè ‘bad, evil,’  
óbò, ébò ‘oraclist, diviner,’ 

óìà, éèà ‘person, human being,’ 
òkhòì, èkhòì ‘worm, larvae’ 
óókhò, éókhò ‘fowl, hen,’ 
  

o-/e- DCS    

ófè, éfè ‘rodent, rat,’ 
óhìà, éhìà  ‘hoof, claw,’  
óhìén, éhìén ‘body nail’ 

òkpàn, èkpàn ‘small calabash bowl,’ 
óràn, éràn ‘wood, tree, pole, stick,’ 
ótù, étù ‘person/individual, people,’ 

ɛ-/e- DCS   

éwè, éwè ‘goat’   

a-/e- DCS    

ákhè, ékhè ‘ceramic pot,’ áwà, éwà ‘dog’ 



Table 4 reveals lexical examples of one declension set where the plural 
prefix is i-, the singular is u- and class content is primarily inanimate.  
 
 

 
u-/i- DCS    

ùbèlè, ìbèlè ‘calabash, gourd,’  
údò, ídò ‘stone, rock,’ 
úfì, ífì, ‘vine-rope for palm wine tapper,’  
ùgín, ìgín ‘basket, tray of palm frond veins,’ 
úgó', ígó' ‘bug,’  
úgùà, ígùà ‘bone joint,’  
úgùà, ígùà ‘pit of a fruit’  
úgú'é, ígú'é ‘palm frond,’  
úgbàn, ígbàn ‘blade of grass,’  
úgbàn, ígbàn ‘thorn, fish bone, rib,’ 
ùghú, ìghú ‘vulture,’  
ùhàì, ìhàì ‘arrow,’  
úì, íì ‘rope, vine,’  
úké', íké'   ‘hump, enlarged body part’  
úké', íké'   ‘horn of an animal’   

ùkéké', ìkéké' ‘clothes peg, drum stick,’  
ùkèlè, ìkèlè ‘morsel, lump, ball’  
úkùkù, íkùkù ‘debris, refuse,’ 
úkpà, íkpà ‘seed,’  
úkpè, íkpè ‘year,’  
úkpémì, íkpémì ‘bead,’ 
úkpètì, íkpètì ‘string for spinning a top’ 
úkpùn, íkpùn ‘cloth, dress, wrapper’ 
úré', íré' ‘type of snail,’ 
ùrìàì, ìrìàì ‘tail bone,’   
úshòmì, íshòmì ‘half portion’  
úvbùú, ívbùú ‘owl,’  
úzó', ízó' ‘antelope,’  
ùwàwà, ìwàwà ‘clay cooking pot,’ 
úzà, ízá ‘tsetse fly,’  



Table 5 shows lexical examples of one declension set where the plural 
prefix is a- and class content pertains to body parts exclusively.  
 

o-/a- DCS     

óbò, ábò ‘hand/arm, foreleg,’ òè, àwè ‘foot/leg, hind leg’  



Table 6 presents a lexical example of one declension set where the 
plural prefix is ɛ- and class content pertains to an abstraction.  
 
 

ɔ-/ɛ- DCS   

òsèn, èsèn ‘goodness, good’    



As for class content, it is revealed by general features of the type in 
Table 7, where declension set prefixes in Emai align with general feature 
types (n-kind=natural kind, b-part=body part). 
	  
   ɔ-/i- o-/i- a-/i- ɛ-/i- u-/i- ɔ-/e o-/e- ɛ-/e- a-/e- o-/a- ɔ-/ɛ- 

human √ √ √     √ √         

animate   √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √     

nat-kind         √   √         

artifact     √   √   √   √     

locus                       

b-part         √   √     √   

liquid   √                   

time         √             

abstract           √         √ 



The general features in Table 7 align in a variable fashion with each 
declension prefix pair and even with each macro-class.  
 
For example, human characterizes both i- and e- classes but not a- and ɛ-.  
 
Not all i- or e- classes are characterized by a human feature.  
 
A similar analysis prevails for the feature animate and for the feature 
inanimate in its various incarnations.  



Overriding these general features and further differentiating the macro-
classes are kin relations with a consanguineal (reproduction) or affinal 
(marriage) nature.  
 
Inspection of these macro-classes reveals an incipient if not 
comprehensive semantic organizational scheme for Emai’s declension 
sets.  
 
Noun stem assignment to macro-classes is constrained by kin-relation 
type in addition to kin associated terms such as domestic animates.  
 
Consequently, the general features human and animate characterize 
much of the content of eight declension classes in Emai.  
	  



Table 8 presents an initial impression of how kin and non-kin terms 
determine the content of Emai declension sets.  
 
Table 8 aligns core members of 11 nominal form classes with general 
features linked to kin types and non-kin. 
	  
  KIN 

  consanguineal relation affinal relation 

human ɔ-/i-; o-/i-; a-/i- ɔ-/e-; o-/e-; a-/e- 

animate ɛ-/i- ɛ-/e- 

  NON-KIN  

inanimate u-/i- 

body-part o-/a- 

abstraction ɔ-/ɛ- 



There are three remaining declension classes where kinship does not 
appear to be the organizing principle.  
 
These classes are dominated by noun stems reflecting primarily 
inanimate entities and undomesticated animate referents, body parts or 
abstractions.  



In addition to its remnant noun classes, Emai exhibits a concurrent 
nominal classification system that engages elements of word formation 
in the form of synthetic compounds.  
 
Morphologically, synthetic forms manifest the shape prefix-verb-noun or 
prefix –VN. 
 
Membership in the classes identified by word formation is primarily 
determined by specific features, although general features do play a role 
in one class. 
  
A reliance on general features is shown by synthetic compounds with 
human referents in the next table.  
	  



Table 9 presents synthetic compounds, related -VN constituents, vowel 
prefix (PF) and general feature (GF) type.  
 
Forms accept a prefix pair or a single prefix. 
	  
GF PF Examples of -[V N]  

human ɔ-/i- ózèwàìn, ízèwàìn ‘advisor, sage,’ 
  ze ‘articulate,’ èwàìn wisdom 

òzètò, ìzètò ‘barber,’ 
  ze ‘shave,’ étò ‘hair’   

òvìnèbè, ìvìnèbè ‘scribe, writer,’ 
  vin ‘write,’ ébè  ‘paper, book’   

òdènyò, ìdènyò ‘drunkard,’ 
  da ‘drink’ ényò ‘palm wine’ 

  o- òléhèìn ‘liar’ 
  la ‘flow with,’ èhèìn ‘lie’ 

  ɔ- òlòfén ‘person full of fear’ 
  la ‘to flow with,’ ófèn ‘fear’ 

ózèvà ‘partner, second’ 
  ze ‘to select, choose,’ èvá ‘two’ 

  i- ísìghàn ‘prisoner’ 
  si ‘drag,’ ìghàn ‘chain’ 



Synthetic compounds with the shape prefix-verb-noun also classify 
according to specific features.  
 
Nouns in these compounds refer to quanta of various sorts that reflect a 
homogeneous or heterogeneous character.  
 
Verbs in these compounds instantiate a process of either individuation or 
accumulation. Features profiled by these forms tend to have a specific 
character, in some instances referencing shape. 
  
Six synthetic compound types are identified in this system of 
classification, each of which we illustrate.  
	  



One synthetic compound class is grounded to the verb so, realized 
phonetically in word formation as su. This verb has meanings related to 
setting bone joints, bringing hands together to shake, and achieving 
contact between moveable and immoveable bodies.  
  
1   a. ójé  ó    ò   sò     úgùà. 
       Oje  SC H  join  bone.joint 
       ‘Oje joins bones / sets bones.’ 
    b. òjè  só           áléké   óbò. 
       Oje  PRP.join  Aleke   hands 
       ‘Oje shook Aleke’s hand / shook hands with Aleke.’ 
     c. ójé   só'                     ùdékèn. 
       Oje   PAP.collide.with  wall 
       ‘Oje collided with a wall / crashed into a wall.’ 
  
	  



The verb so also expresses terminal achievement for a moving object. 
  
 2    a. òjè  héén          ólí  óràn  só. 
        Oje  PRP.climb   the tree    move.to.end 
        ‘Oje climbed to the top of the tree.’ 
     b.  òjè  héén          ólí   óràn. 
         Oje  PRP.climb   the  tree   
         ‘Oje climbed the tree.’ 
 
 
Synthetic compounds fashioned by so individuate a nominal referent, 
calling attention to a salient shape that it assumes such as a tuber of yam, 
finger of plantain, and ear of corn. 
	  



Table 10 shows lexical examples of so compounds arranged by category 
(nat-kind=natural kind), prefix vowel and noun component. 
	  
GF PF Examples of -[so N] Noun component 

nat-kind u-/i- úsúákògùè, í- ‘tuber of water yam’                  ákògùè ‘water yam’ 
úsúémà, í- ‘tuber of yam’                  émà ‘yam, raw or pounded’ 
úsùìbòbòdí, í- ‘tuber of cassava’                  ìbòbòdí ‘cassava’ 
úsùògèdè, í- ‘plantain/banana finger’                 ògèdè ‘plantain, banana’ 
úsúókà, í- ‘ear of maize’                  ókà ‘maize’ 
úsùèkò, í- ‘ball of bean meal’                  èkò ‘leaf wrap of beans’ 



A second synthetic compound type employs the transitive verb kpeen. It 
refers to a process of stiffening, straightening or bulging of one part of a 
nominal referent. 
 
Synchronically kpeen occurs in simple clauses and in serial verb 
constructions. In non-serial clauses it takes a direct object whose only 
exponent is the body-part noun ùrùn ‘throat.’ In series it appears with 
manner verbs. 
  
3   a.   ójé    kpéén   ùrùn.  
         Oje   wedge  throat. 
         ‘Oje has a goiter.’ lit. Oje’s throat is wedged.’  
    b.   ólí   ómòhè  ré     óràn  kpéén    ólì  ìmátò. 
        the  man      take  pole  wedge   the car 
        ‘The man supported / propped up the car with a pole.’ 
	  



Compounds with kpeen individuate a salient portion of the 
heterogeneous aggregate that its accompanying nominal refers to. 
 
Effectively, the verb isolates a perceptually salient shape from the 
aggregate. 
	  



Table 11 provides some examples of kpeen compounds arranged by 
category, prefix vowel and noun component. 
 
	  GF PF Examples of -[kpen N] Noun Component 

artifact u-/i- úkpègúé ‘hoe tip’                         ègúé ‘hoe’ 
úkpògán ‘tip of a spear’                            ògán ‘spear’ 
úkpópìà ‘point of cutlass’                        ópìà ‘cutlass, machete’ 
úkpùhàì, íkpíhàì ‘point of an arrow’                                                                                           ùhàì, ìhàì ‘arrow’ 

GF PF   

b-part u-/i- úkpòè, íkpàwè ‘toe’                         òè, àwè ‘foot, leg’ 
úkpèò, í- ‘eyeball’                         èò ‘eye, face’ 
úkpèvìè, í- ‘testicle’                         èvìè ‘scrotum’  

GF PF   

b-part u- úkpàgbàn ‘cleft of the chin’                         àgbàn ‘chin’ 
úkpóbò ‘finger’                          óbò ‘hand’ 
úkpègèlè ‘penis’                          ègèlè ‘pubic region’ 
úkpé'túnù ‘lip’                          únù ‘mouth’ 



A third synthetic compound employs the verb kpa. It has meanings 
related to apportioning, dividing or distributing equal amounts of a 
quanta.  
  
4  òjè   kpá                émà  ó     vbì     ìtásà  
  Oje PRP.apportion yam  CL   LOC  bowl  
  ‘Oje apportioned yam into the bowls.’  

  
Compounds with kpa individuate the homogeneous aggregate of its 
accompanying nominal into quanta, any one of which is materially 
equivalent to any other. 
	  



Table 12 shows lexical examples of kpa meronymic compounds arranged 
by category, prefix vowel and noun component. 
	  
	  

GF PF Examples of -[kpa N] Noun component 

nat-kind u-/i- úkpékèn ‘grain of sand’      èkèn ‘soil, sand’ 
úkpévbèè, í- ‘lobe of kola’      évbèè ‘kola’ 
úkpèvò ‘blade of thatch’      èvò ‘guinea grass for thatch’ 

GF PF   

artifact u-/i- úkpìsánó, í- ‘matchstick’                                                    ìsánó ‘matches’ 
úkpótóòn, í- ‘rod of iron’      ótóòn ‘iron’ 
úkpúì, í- ‘piece of rope’      úì, íì ‘rope’ 

GF PF   

locus u-/i- úkpódè, í- ‘path, road’      ódè ‘way, pathway’ 
úkpòsé ‘bush path’      òsé ‘path’ 

GF PF   

b-part u-/i- úkpèrèè ‘drop of blood’      èrèè ‘blood’ 
úkpétò, í- ‘tuft of hair’      étò ‘hair’ 
úkpéhìén, í- ‘fingernail, toenail’     éhìén ‘nail on the body’ 

GF PF   

time u-/i- úkpédè, í- ‘single day’      édè ‘day’ 

GF PF   

abstract u-/i- úkpàtà ‘iota of truth’      àtà ‘truth’ 



A fourth synthetic compound type has a remnant resultative mark on its 
verb.  
 
The reflex of this earlier morphology is the -mi of an erstwhile circumfix 
whose initial element was a vowel.  
 
Today, this morphological paradigm in Edoid is most often limited to the 
gerundive circumfix ú-VERB-mi as it appears in ú-là-mí 
‘running,’ (Elugbe 1983).  
 
Its resultative character can still be found in noun forms like úvìénmì 
‘line, row’ from the verb vien ‘form a line.’  
  
	  



Synthetic compounds with a resultative character sometimes pose 
analytic issues.  
 
Verb forms in these compounds are not always available synchronically.  
 
In some instances, they can be inferred from a synchronic form whose 
morphological shape has been augmented by a lexically incorporated 
postverbal particle (e.g. gua from verb gu and change of state a) or has 
been retained as a synchronic adverb or adjective with a near equivalent 
sense, as with verb kputu ‘to cut short’ from adjective kpútú ‘stumpy 
condition.’  
	  

Resultative verbs in compounds individuate the referent of their 
following nominal into quanta. 
  
In addition, the compound in many instances identifies the individuated 
quantum as a foodstuff of limited utility. 	  



Tables 13 presents lexical examples of synthetic compounds with a 
resultative character arranged by category, prefix vowel and noun 
component.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.  
	  

GF PF Examples of -[VERB-mi N] Noun Component 

nat-kind  e- éhíámògèdè  ‘banana/plantain peel’     ògèdè ‘plantain’ 
ékhákhúmèè  ‘salt dust, salt particles’                                             úmèè ‘salt’ 

  i- íkékémóràn  ‘pieces of wood’                                                                                                                              óràn ‘wood’ 

  u- údùdúmókà  ‘cob of maize’                                                                                      ókà ‘maize’ 
úkómèhúé  ‘chunk of boiled yam’                                              èhúé ‘boiled yam’ 
úkpá'mòú  ‘strand, thread of cotton’                                                                                    òú ‘cotton’ 
úkpùtúmóràn  ‘stump of wood’     óràn ‘wood’ 

     a- ábàbàméhèé  ‘side of ant hill’                                            éhèé ‘anthill’ 

GF PF   

artifact e- ékhákhìbúréèdì  ‘bread crumbs’                                             ìbúréèdì ‘bread’ 
ésémúkpùn  ‘fragment of cloth’     úkpùn ‘cloth’   

                               i- úkpùtúmópìà  ‘cutlass blade stump’                                              ópìà ‘cutlass’ 

        ábábámópìà  ‘cutlass blade side’     ópìà ‘cutlass’ 

GF PF   

b-part ɔ- ógògómùòkhò  ‘spinal column’     ùòkhò ‘back’ 

  u- úgùgúmèò  ‘eyebrow ridge’                                                                                                                               èò ‘eye/face area’ 



Table 14 reveals the source verb of each resultative form and its sense.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

.  
	  

Resultative Source Verb Source Sense 

ábàbàmì- ‘side of’ verb ban    ‘expose, reveal a body part’ 
éhìànmì- ‘peeling of’ verb hian ‘cut’ 
ésèmí-   ‘fragment of’ verb se ‘split’ 
ìkèkèmì- ‘piece of’ verb ken ‘divide’ 
ógògómì- ‘column of’ verb gon ‘bend, lean, be crooked’ 
údùdúmì- ‘cob of’   adjective dúgbú ‘short stubby,’ dúkú ‘conical’ 
úgùgúmì- ‘ridge of’ verb gu+a ‘heap, move to raised position’ 
úkòmì- ‘chunk of’   verb koo   ‘remain, leave behind’ 
úkpá'mì- ‘strand of’ verb kpan ‘peel, flay’ 
úkpùtúmì- ‘stump of’ adjective kpútú ‘stumpy condition’ 



A fifth type of synthetic compound refers to entities of heightened 
cultural significance. It has the lexical format prefix-kpo-N.  
 
As for verb kpo, it individuates events of visiting and profiles their 
accumulated frequency. Its sense of accumulated quanta is evident in the 
formally and functionally related adverbs kpòí ‘swollen, plump’ and 
kpókó ‘swollen.’  
  
5  òjè    ó     ò   kpò                 vbí     èvbò  
  Oje   SC   H visit.frequently  LOC  there 
  ‘Oje frequents there’ / ‘Oje visits there frequently.’  

  
As for compounds with kpo, they refer to the enhanced cultural state or 
significance of the accompanying nominal referent.  
 

Presumably, this state is derived from its recognition as exceptional to 
the extreme by most members of the culture and brought about by 
sufficiently frequent instances where accumulation of significance 
becomes recognizable. 
	  



Table 15 presents some lexical examples of kpo compounds arranged by 
category, prefix vowel and noun component. 
	  
	  
GF PF Examples of -[kpo N] Noun component 

human o- ókpóìà ‘important person’                óìà ‘person’ 
òkpèsá ‘affluent, respectable male’                èsá (meaning unknown) 

GF PF   

nat-kind o- ókpédà ‘major river’                 édà ‘river’ 

GF PF   

artifact o- ókpénì ‘impressive name’                énì ‘name’ 
ókpóghìtàn ‘significant saying’                óghìtàn ‘traditional saying’ 
ókpétà ‘pithy saying’                étà ‘word’ 

GF PF   

abstract o- ókpíjé'n ‘conflagration, inferno’               íjé'n ‘fired coal’ 
ókpúghè ‘spectacle, impressive sight’              úghè ‘scene’ 



A sixth type of synthetic compound has the lexical format prefix-buu-N. 
The verb buu has a sense related to approaching a destination that is 
human. 
  
6  ólí   ékhìì    búú                 ólì   òkpòsò  
  the   cripple PRP.approach   the  woman  
  ‘The cripple approached the woman.’  

  
Compounds with buu occur with an accompanying nominal that is 
limited to forms that denote a day-unit subinterval like English evening.  
 
As a consequence, they individuate a day-unit according to a temporal 
reference point and assert movement of time toward that point. Time is 
thereby construed as divisible into units or quanta.  
	  



Table 16 displays lexical examples of buu compounds arranged by 
category, prefix vowel and nominal component. 
	  
	  

GF PF Examples of -[buu N] Noun component 

time a- ábénwáà ‘dusk’                énwáà ‘evening’ 
ábódíánmì ‘early afternoon’               ódíánmì ‘afternoon’ 



After all of this and assuming you are still following this story, you 
might think that synthetic compounds have a lock on specific features in 
word formation. In response to this assumption, we would direct your 
attention to the following word forms.  
  

údú-émà ‘big yam’ 
úvbí-éwè ‘small goat’ 
ógúí-ítùú ‘place for gathering mushrooms’ 
  

These three forms constitute a residual class in the domain of word 
formation. They have functions that bear on size, augmentative and 
diminutive, as well as a locative.  
 

They occur with varying degrees of productivity. In addition, they 
strongly restrict adnominal modifiers of the type adjective, quantifier, 
demonstrative and relative clause.  
  

Most important, these forms fail to align with a verb, noun or any other 
part of speech. There are no verbs du, vbi or gu/gui, respectively.  
	  



These residual forms do manifest a strong affinity to secondary noun 
class prefixes in Proto-Bantu, as revealed by comparison to the 
reconstructions of Meeussen (1967), Welmers (1971) and Maho (1999). 
 
These noun class prefixes with derivational functions augmentative 
(aug), diminutive (dim) and locative (loc) are shown in Table 17.  
	  
	    aug dim loc 

Meeussen *tu-/cl 13 *pi-/cl 19 *ku-/cl 17  

Welmers *to-/cl 13 *pi-/cl 19 *ko-/cl 17 

Maho *tu-/cl 13 *pi-/cl 19 *ku-/cl 17 

        

Emai -du- -vbi- -gu- 



As Table 17 reveals, the proto-forms postulated for these prefixes are 
largely in agreement with the form and derivational significance of the 
corresponding Emai forms.  
 
Furthermore, we assume that a change in the voicing feature for Proto 
Bantu prefixes with an initial consonant occurred over time and across 
the board in Emai due to their intervocalic position. 
  
Under these assumptions, we hypothesize that the residual forms in Table 
17 are not only derivational in nature but reflect specific rather than 
general semantic features.  
 
They are retentions of an earlier system of erstwhile noun class prefixes 
and have retained their basic derivational function over historical time.  
	  



We summarize by noting that relatively distinct classification systems 
operate in the Emai domains of noun class inflection and word 
formation. 
 
Classification of referents in the remnant declension class system relies 
exclusively on general features as they relate to kinship terms.  
 
In word formation, in addition to the general feature human, 
classification relies primarily on specific features as they relate to the 
individuation and accumulation of quanta by synthetic compounds as 
well as the assignment of functions related to size and locative type. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
	  



 
 
 
 
 
 

Thanks.  
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